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Dear Chairman Anderson,
For the Planning Board’s consideration, please see attached letter and exhibits submitted on behalf
of the Applicant in the above referenced matter in OPPOSITION to the request to sever action on the
subdivision plat from the Consent Agenda submitted by Robert “Robby” G. Brewer, Esq.
Thank you.
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May 26, 2020
By Email Only
Casey Anderson, Chairman
Montgomery County Planning Board
M-NCPPC
8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
MCP-Chair@mncppc-mc.org
Re:

Planning Board Meeting of May 28, 2020
CONSENT AGENDA ITEM No. 1.B;
Subdivision Plat No. 220190440, Offutt Estates, RT-12.5 Zone, 5 lots, 2 parcels,
located on the north side of Hillery Way, 525 feet west of MD 355;
White Flint Sector Plan 2010

Dear Chairman Anderson and Members of the Planning Board:
This office represents Miry and Alexander Livnat (a.k.a. White Flint Park, Inc.), the
Applicant(s) and owner(s) of the property that is the subject of Subdivision Plat No. 220190440,
scheduled for the Planning Board’s action on this week’s Consent Agenda. This letter is in
response to a request submitted by Robert “Robby” G. Brewer, Esq. dated May 21, 2020 on behalf
of Morrison Partners, LLC (owners of Part of Outlot A, Offutt Estates) to “sever” the subject
subdivision plat from the Consent Agenda and to schedule a further hearing on the matter.
First, there is no basis to remove the subject record plat from the Consent Agenda because
as confirmed by Staff, the pending plat fully complies with Preliminary Plan No. 120150040 (the
“Preliminary Plan”) approved by the Board on June 28, 2018. The Preliminary Plan approved a
total of 5 residential lots – 4 semi-detached duplex lots and 1 single-family detached lot with a 20’
wide paved Private Alley/Road connection to Hillery Way that narrows into a 10’ wide section to
serve as a private driveway to the single-family detached lot located at the northern end of the
property. The below excerpt of the pending subdivision plat (marked-up accordingly) is provided
for the Board’s ease of reference.
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Specifically, Mr. Brewer asserts that the pending record plat does not comply with
Condition No. 16.d. of the Preliminary Plan, which requires the Applicant(s) to “record in the Land
Records of Montgomery County an access easement for the benefit of the adjacent property owners
to allow vehicular access from the private alley to connect to the adjacent properties for potential
future redevelopment.” Mr. Brewer, however, cites to an earlier recorded instrument that has since
been superseded. As indicated by Note #10 on the pending plat, an access easement titled Easement
and Right of Way Agreement granted for the benefit of all adjacent property owners, including
Morrison Partners, LLC, has in fact been recorded by the Applicant(s) and can be found recorded
in Land Records at Book 59345 at Page 500 as required by Condition No. 16.d. A copy of said
Easement and Right of Way Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit A for the Board’s reference.

The above notwithstanding and in the event Mr. Brewer is actually arguing for something
more than what is required by Condition No. 16.d., the following additional background is
provided to further confirm that the Easement and Right of Way Agreement that has been provided
by the Applicant(s) (Exhibit A), does in fact fully comply with what was intended by Condition
No. 16.d.


Condition No. 16.d. was not part of the original posted Staff Report but was first
raised by Planning Staff to the Applicant(s) on the morning of June 25, 2018, three
days before the scheduled Planning Board hearing on the Preliminary Plan.
o The final version of the proposed condition presented to the Planning Board
read as follows:
“Prior to record plat, the Applicant must record in the Land Records of
Montgomery County an access easement for the benefit of the adjacent
property owners to allow vehicular access from the private alley to connect
to the adjacent properties for potential future redevelopment.” (Emphasis
added)



Prior to the above new condition language being raised by Staff, the Applicant(s)
did not propose any type of access easement benefiting adjacent property owners
with the “Revised [5 residential lot] Proposal” presented to the Planning Board for
approval.



At one point in the history of this application, an access easement that extended
further north was briefly considered by the Applicant(s) in association with a
previous “all-townhouse” version of the Preliminary Plan (referred to as the “2014
Proposal” in Staff’s PowerPoint Presentation to the Board) that had consisted of a
total of 6 townhouse units with front-loaded garages.
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o Although the 2014 Proposal was actually Applicant’s preferred plan of
development, the front-loaded garages were not at all favored by Planning
Staff at the time and the Applicant(s) had little choice but to revise their
proposal.


Planning Staff encouraged the Applicant(s) to incorporate a single-family detached
lot at the rear of the property.
o Before abandoning the all-townhouse concept and reluctantly embracing
the revised layout, the Applicant(s) pointed out to Planning Staff in a
meeting held with the Applicant in 2017 that an access easement to Outlot
A would no longer make any sense and could not be accommodated with
the Revised Proposal because it would obviously have a detrimental impact
on the single-family detached lot.
o Staff indicated nonetheless that the revised layout/plan was preferred and
so the Applicant(s) made the decision to proceed with the Revised Proposal.



It wasn’t until the morning of June 25, 2018 just days before the Planning Board
hearing on the Preliminary Plan that the Applicant(s), through Mr. Dean Packard,
received notice regarding the new condition language from Planning Staff.



In response, Mr. Packard sought immediate clarification of the scope of the reintroduced ‘access easement benefitting adjacent properties’ and received the
following confirmation (highlighting of relevant text added for ease of reference):
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Based on the above representation of the scope of the access easement, the
Applicant(s) had a clear understanding of Staff’s intended scope of Condition No.
16.d. as granting to adjacent property owners a right to access/use the private alley
road to facilitate a potential future redevelopment of their properties and not a
requirement to physically extend an easement across the single-family lot’s private
driveway. It was based on this confirmed understanding that the Applicant(s)
decided not to object to the proposed condition.



The Staff Report (which the Board adopted and incorporated by reference in MCPB
Resolution No. 18-057) further confirms the intended scope of Condition No. 16.d.
In its description of Applicant’s current proposal, i.e., Revised Proposal, the Staff
Report on page 11 states that, among other things, the proposed development will
include “[a] private alley off Hillery way, which will provide vehicular access to
the duplexes, the detached house at the rear of the site, and adjoining properties for
potential future redevelopment.” (Emphasis added; see excerpt/highlighted text
below)
o In other words, the Staff Report makes clear that the limits of the private
alley itself (which did not extend beyond the southern boundary of Lot 6 on
the Preliminary Plan, now Lot 8 on the pending subdivision plat) is what
was intended as the scope of the access easement and nothing more.
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Finally, it must be noted that the one adjacent property to the north of the subject
site is not in fact landlocked as erroneously suggested in one of the slides included
in Planning Staff’s PowerPoint Presentation to the Board and highlighted by Mr.
Brewer in his May 21, 2020 letter.



The aerial below shows all properties owned by Morrison Partners, LLC outlined
in red. (SDAT info sheets confirming current ownership are attached hereto as
Exhibit B) The property identified as “part of Outlot A / Parcel N388” once had a
house located on it that enjoyed direct access to Rockville Pike/MD 355 via an
easement across the adjacent parcels to the east, now all in common ownership by
Morrison Partners, LLC.
o The full deed/assemblage history which confirms that Part of Outlot A is
not landlocked but in fact has access to MD 355 and therefore does not need
an access easement through the Subject Site, was previously outlined in
detail in a Supplemental Justification Statement prepared by Applicant’s
former counsel, Stephen Orens, Esq. The Statement was prepared in support
of the 2014 Proposal but remains part of the record in this case and relevant
on the “Access to Outlot A” issue discussed therein, and as such is attached
hereto as Exhibit C for the Board’s reference.
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Based on all the above and as recommended by Staff, we respectfully request that the
Planning Board find Subdivision Plat No. 220190440, Offutt Estates, to be in compliance with
Preliminary Plan No. 120150040 (MCPB Resolution No. 18-057) as approved by the Board and
deny Mr. Brewer’s request to sever this matter from the Board’s Consent Agenda.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
MILLER, MILLER & CANBY

Enclosures:

Cc:

Exhibit A - Easement and Right of Way Agreement_Liber 59345 Folio 500
Exhibit B - SDAT Info Sheets re Morrison Parcels
Exhibit C - S. Orens_Supplemental Justification Statement_32-JUSTSTMT820150140

Carrie Sanders, Area 2 Chief
Patrick Butler, Supervisor
Christina Sorrento, Esq., Associate General Counsel, M-NCPPC
Miry and Alexander Livnat
Dean Packard
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) BHM 59345, p. 0500, MSA_CE63_59302. Date available 04/21/2020. Printed 05/26/2020.
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